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confronted (like Don Juan in a memorable scene) with a
vision of remembered ladies—though I hope their faces wear
a less reproachful look. Memory gives back to me row after
row of listeners, at all times of day and in every variety of
climate. Sometimes the snow was deep outside ; sometimes
the sun was shining with an irritating emphasis upon the
absurdity of keeping folks indoors on such a day. There was
an afternoon at Pasadena. . , . Halls varied; there were
cosy meeting-rooms, halls with deceptive echoes, vast
theatres where a listless stage-hand flicked on the footlights,
and one depressing auditorium, brownish in colour and ad-
mirably adapted for use between lectures as a morgue, but
with a stage set by some divine ineptitude for a street-scene
in Romeo and Juliet—I can still recall the sense of inadequacy
with which the lecturer and his introducer shambled across
that background of Verona in their black evening suits, the
hunger for a cape to swing, and the unsatisfied craving for a
sword. But one quality united all the listening rows in
every hall: they were almost all feminine. One excludes
colleges and schools, of course, where the attendance hardly
counts in such a calculation for the cruel reason that it was
—I blush to record—often compulsory, There remains that
vast aggregate of audiences which were entirely feminine,
because the occasion was organised by a Women's Club, and
the mixed audiences at public lectures, where the men were
hopelessly outnumbered.
One is left speculating on the significance of this odd
balance of the sexes. Lectures are dull enough ; but they
are surely not more forbidding to male than to female ears.
Yet the indubitable fact remains that women come to them,
while men remain away. I make no comment on the
absence of the American male: we have been taught to
think of him as deep in more absorbing occupations. Be-
sides, I entertain no doubt that, given a similar occasion,
the British male would be quite equally, if not more,
absent. But, then, the lecture forms no part (or only an
infinitesimal one) of the British scheme of things. One

